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Sporty Spacecraft 
By Troy Turner 04/26/2012 

Did you see that hypersonic aircraft that deteriorated mid-air this week? This concept by Sheng-Hung Lee uses similar arrowhead shape but 

actually looks a lot more stable! The single-person craft is the designer’s take on what ultrafast “sport” spacecraft might look like in the future. 

Let’s just hope the skin doesn’t fly off. Hit the jump to catch the making of the model! 

Designer: Sheng-Hung Lee 
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The world’s first ‘wearable’ pain-killer uses dual- The Boston Dynamics Robot Dog has a $225 sibling that 
light therapy to boost healing, and is on 40% follows voice commands 
discount On the one hand, you’ve got incredibly capable AI that has 

some scary implications for the human race… but on the other Kineon’s MOVE+ Pro isn’t your average health wearable. While 

hand, you have… most wearables track your health, the MOVE+ Pro improves it. 

Also known as a portable light… 

Learn from the Old to Build the New This e-trike is a peppy mix of classic café racer and 
modernized city commuter The Italians have been in charge of Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, 

Lamborghini, and Maserati to name a few, and it appears each The complexion of urban mobility is slowly morphing into a 

one of them has… space dominated by electric vehicles that are compact and 

highly practical. While most concept designs… 

Cake’s Autonomous ATV for farms and ranches keeps Retro-Futuristic Rover 
the delicate ecosystem unperturbed The Mercedes-Benz Capsule concept attempts to balance 

classic and futuristic styles in an otherworldly, all-electric rover We are slowly heading into a future where sustainable and 

built for the road. The cockpit’s shape takes inspiration… responsible farming will be vital. Avenues of farming balance 

crucially on the biodiversity, and regenerative… 
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